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Editorial 
Dear Madam, dear Sir, 
dear author,  

While seemingly everyone is preparing for their summer holiday, we are still busy, and 
preparing our pending publications and a number of national and international events. 

Will you participate in the EERA/ECER conference in September in Berlin? If so, I am 
looking forward to meeting you—I will be there as well. 

Before that, I will have the chance to catch up with some US and Canadian friends, 
partners and authors. 

In the meantime, you could have a look at our most recent publications, and if you 
would like to hand in a book proposal—that would be most appreciated! 

Have a lovely summer, yours 

Barbara 
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New Releases 
Politics/Political Science 

BEATRIX AUSTIN  
MARTINA FISCHER  
HANS J. GIESSMANN (EDS.)  
Advancing Conflict 
Transformation. The 
Berghof Handbook 
2011. 559 pp. Pb. 49,90 € 
(D), 51,30 € (A), 66,90 SFr,  
US$75.95, GBP 46.95 

ISBN 978-3-86649-327-8 
Following the first volume of its Handbook for 
Conflict Transformation in 2004, Berghof Con-
flict Research (Berlin) now presents Volume II. 
This edition collects new insights into nonviolent 
ways of managing inter-group conflict and what 
is needed for consolidating positive peace.  
The Berghof Handbook reflects the state of de-
bate from a variety of disciplines, advancing dis-
cussions on the theory and practice of conflict 
transformation. Topics include, among others: 
global trends in organised violence, the role of 
gender relations and asymmetries in conflict, 
third-party intervention and insider approaches, 
human rights, transitional justice and reconcilia-
tion in post-war societies. It addresses all those 
who are interested and active in the fields of 
conflict prevention and management, develop-
ment co-operation, human rights and post-war 
peacebuilding. The Handbook is designed for 
practitioners and scholars who seek ideas and 
information for their own work and wish to draw 
on the wealth of experience gathered by col-
leagues in a wide range of regions and contexts. 
The Handbook is further intended to inform ex-
perts in politics, journalists, teachers and stu-
dents. 

http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=424 

MECHTHILD BAUMANN 

ASTRID LORENZ  
KERSTIN ROSENOW (EDS.)  
Crossing ans Controlling 
Borders 
Immigration Policies and 
their Impact on Migrants' 
Journeys 
2011. 290 S. Kt.  

33,00 € (D), 34,00 € (A), 45,50 SFr, US$47.95, 
GBP 29.95 
ISBN 978-3-940755-76-6 
This volume highlights the impact of border con-
trols on migrants’ journeys in two major areas of 
immigration: the European Union and the United 
States of America. In order to show the linkages 
between border control policies and migratory 
practices, the book combines empirical insights 
from ethnography with approaches from political 
science. Describing migrants’ realities reveals 
that the impact of border control policies goes 
beyond the actual border area affecting many 
lives and states. 
 

http://www.budrich-
unipress.de/product_info.php?products_id=103 
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PCS – Politics, Culture and Socialization 
Issue 1. Vol. 2011.  
Published four times a year  
ISSN 1866-3427. Print-Subscription (individual) 59,00 €; Combined 
Subscription (individual) 69,00 €; special price for IPSA members. For further 
information and prices see: http://www.budrich-journals.de/index.php/pcs  
Politics, Culture and Socialization publishes new and significant work from all 
fields of political socialization in order to achieve a better understanding of the 
origins of individuals’ and groups’ political behaviors and orientations. 

Political socialization theory and research focus on processes by and structures through which indi-
viduals become or do not become politically active and acquire or do not acquire general political 
knowledge, and particular political beliefs, opinions, attitudes, emotions, values and behavioral in-
tentions. 
The focus of attention is on political socialization processes – including political education, informa-
tion, persuasion, marketing, or propaganda and their underlying and accompanying motivations – 
and political socialization structures – including the family, school, mass media, peer groups, social 
networks, and politics. 
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Society/Sociology   

HANS PETER BLOSSFELD,  
DIRK HOFÄCKER,  
SONIA BERTOLINI (EDS.)   
Youth on Globalised La-
bour Markets  
Rising Uncertainty and its 
Effects on Early Employment 
and Family Lives in Europe 
2011. 340 pp. Pb. 36,00 € 

(D), 37,10 € (A), 51,50 SFr, US$52.00, GBP 
32.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-328-5  
Does the development of labour market inse-
curities in young people’s labour markets impact 
family life and family planning in Europe? Follo-
wing the repercussions of the recent financial 
market crisis, both academic as well as public 
interest in the phenomena of transnationalisa-
tion, globalization and Europeanization has con-
tinued to rise. Increasingly, the three terms have 
become central reference points for media, poli-
ticians, acadamics, and policymakers to explain 
social change in the modern societies of con-
temporary Europe. 

 

http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=436 

ISABELLE STAMM  
PETER BREITSCHMID  
MARTIN KOHLI (EDS.)  
Doing Succession in 
Europe  
Generational transfers in 
family businesses in com-
parative perspective  
2011. 410 pp. Pb.  

56,00 € (D), 57,60 € (A), 79,00 SFr, US$79.95, 
GBP 49.95 
ISBN 978-3-940755-88-9 
Family enterprises make up the majority of all 
businesses across Western Europe. Nonethe-
less, they are seen as an endangered species. 
Succession is an especially critical moment for 
their survival. The succession process is shaped 
by the dynamics of generational relations in the 
family. Different institutional contexts between 
countries create diverse conditions for the nego-
tiation between the generations. 

 

http://www.budrich-
unipress.de/product_info.php?products_id=121 
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Pedagogy/Educational Research  

BRIAN HUDSON  
MEINERT A. MEYER (EDS.)  
Beyond Fragmentation: 
Didactics, Learning and 
Teaching in Europe 
2011. 432 pp. Pb. 
36,00 € (D), 37,10 € (A), 
48,90 SFr 
ISBN 978-3-86649-387-2 

It is well known that didactics is not a university 
discipline in its own right in the English-speaking 
countries. However, it is firmly rooted in France, 
Germany, the Nordic countries, Russia, and 
many other countries in continental Europe. Ob-
viously, national and local differences in the 
practice of learning and teaching coincide with 
differences in concept-building. 
 

http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=490 

LENA KRICHEWSKY  
OLIVIER MILHAUD  
LAURA PETTINAROLI  
MARIE SCOT (EDS.)   
A Student’s Guide to 
European Universities 
Sociology, Political Science, 
Geography and History 
2011. 506 pp. Pb.  

Ca. 36,00 € (D), 37,10 € (A), 48,90 SFr, US$ 
52.00, GBP 32.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-386-5 
2011. 506 pp. Hc. 59,00 € (D), 60,70 € (A), 
78,90 SFr, US$89.95, GBP 49.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-442-8 
The guidebook to Social Sciences in Europe ad-
dresses students and researchers going abroad. 
It offers an insight into origins, methods and cur-
rent trends in four Social Science disciplines in 
six European countries (Spain, France, Germa-
ny, Italy, the Czech Republic, and Great Britain) 
combined with practical information on the unvi-
ersity system as well as teaching and assess-
ment methods. It also includes information on 
student life in the countries in question. 
 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=521 
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Ulrich Deller 

International Issues 
Social Work and Transatlantic Dialogue 

by Ulrich Deller 

The School of Social Work at the University of Pittsburgh (one 
of the major research universities in the U.S.) held a sym-
posium to encourage the transatlantic dialogue on Community 
Development and Social Inclusion. Budrich-author Prof. Ulrich 
Deller was among those invited! 

Tracy Soska, longtime president of the ACOS (Association for 
Community Organization & Social Administration), initiated the 
event. The University of Pittsburgh is one of a few American universities re-
ceiving special EU funding for the enhancement of transatlantic dialogue in 
various disciplines.  

Ulrich Deller (Catholic University of 
Applied Sciences, Germany) and 
Gunn Strand Hutchinson (University of 
Norland, Sweden) discussed Europe-
an Community Development. Despite 
many differences, there are also multi-
ple similarities between different wel-
fare state systems.  

 

Ulrich Deller teaches social work and collaboration management at the 
Catholic University (Katholische Hochschule) in Aachen, 
Germany.  

Roland Brake/Ulrich Deller (eds.) 
Community Development – A European Challenge 
2008. 320 pp. Pb. 29,90 € (D), 30,80 € (A), 41,90 SFr,  
US$45.95, GBP 26.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-205-9 

 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=270  
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Hans-Uwe Otto 

One man, two universities 

Hans-Uwe Otto, author with Barbara Budrich Publishers, teaches 
at the University of Bielefeld (Germany), Department of Educa-
tion, as well as at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia 
(U.S.).  

The University of Pennsylvania is one of the largest and oldest 
universities in the United States. It developed from a school for 
disadvantaged children during the 1740s. Benjamin Franklin changed the 
school about ten years later into the Philadelphia Academy and later into 
the College of Philadelphia. During the American War of Independence the 
College was closed down. After the war its charter was declared illegal and 
the College had to be reestablished. Later, the College of Philadelphia and 
the University of the State of Pennsylvania united and became the University 
of Pennsylvania.  

Today the university has 12 graduate schools and four colleges on bachelor 
level. During winter semester 2010/2011, about 25,000 students are enrolled 
at Penn. Hans-Uwe Otto has been Adjunct Professor at the School of Social 
Policy and Practice since 1998. 

Bielefeld University was founded in 1969. The university lays its focus on 
qualitative research-oriented teaching and learning. Currently, it has 13 
faculties, and about 17,500 students studying there.  

Hans-Uwe Otto worked as a research assistant at the University of Bielefeld 
and received his doctorate in 1974. Until his retirement he was Professor of 
Education focussing on Social Education. Since 2008, Otto has been the 
head of the International Research School “Education and Capabilities" at 
Bielefeld University. 

For his stay at the University of Pennsylvania this year, Hans-Uwe Otto had 
three of his own books in his luggage that he presented to students and staff. 

In spring 2010 „Education, Welfare and the Capabilities Approach” was pub-
lished. The book assesses the Capabilities Approach’s possibilities and 
pitfalls with regard to education and welfare. 

Otto’s third book with Budrich „Closing the Capabilities Gap” was published in 
April 2011. It deals with questions of research and practice in education, 
welfare and social policy. 
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Otto, Hans-Uwe/Polutta, Andreas/  
Ziegler, Holger (Hrsg.) 
What Works – Welches Wissen braucht die 
Soziale Arbeit? 
Zum Konzept evidenzbasierter Praxis  
2010. 268 S. Kt. 28,00 € (D), 28,80 € (A), 41,90 SFr 
ISBN 978-3-86649-122-9 
 

http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=222  
 

Otto, Hans-Uwe/Ziegler, Holger (eds.) 
Education, Welfare and the Capabilities 
Approach 
A European Perspective 
2010. 240 pp. 29,90 € (D), 30,80 € (A), 43,90 SFr, 
US$ 45.95, GBP 26.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-290-5 
 

http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=415  
 

 
Leßmann, Ortrud/Otto, Hans-Uwe/  
Ziegler, Holger (eds.) 
Closing the Capabilities Gap 
Renegotiating social justice for the young 
2011. 294 pp. 33,00 € (D), 34,00 € (A), 41,90 SFr, 
US$47.95, GBP 29.95,  
ISBN 978-3-86649-325-4 
 

http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=453  

 

eBooks and their real impact  

The U.S. company Aptara did a survey on eBooks, their influence and the 
digital book’s adoption by publishing houses: “eBooks Survey #2 – Unco-
vering their Real Impact on the Publishing Market“. More than 600 publishing 
houses were surveyed in summer 2010. 

The study’s main results show that the eBook is on the rise: already 64% out 
of 600 publishers offer eBook format, which means an increase of 11% 
compared to the first survey. 

However, only 7% of all respondents want to improve their eBooks. It shows, 
that most publishers are not well informed about possible improvements for 
their eBooks. There are also options for Audio- and Video-Data in EPUP-For-
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mat. 61% of trade and consumer publishers use this eBook format, 18% more 
than any other eBook publishing Format. 

The biggest challenge is to make eBooks and eReaders more compatible. 
There are many different formats for eBooks and even more different eRea-
ders working with their own special formats only.  

 

Iberian Book Services (IBS) 

People living in Spain, Portugal or Gibraltar also have the possibility to order 
books by Barbara Budrich Publishers and Budrich UniPress.  

On the website www.iberianbookservices.com (IBS) publishers, traders and 
costumers can meet. Peter Prout, initiator of IBS, regularly visits important 
stockists on the Iberian peninsula with the newest books from cooperating tra-
de and academic publishers. Peter Prout keeps the book traders and custo-
mers up-to-date with e-mails and letters about new releases. 

IBS is neither a bookseller nor a distributor nor a foreign rights agent. Never-
theless, orders or messages via their website will be passed on.  

The website presents all cooperating publishing houses, divided into trade 
and academic publishers. The publishing houses also have the opportunity to 
present their newest publications. 
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5 Questions to… 
our Author Léna Krichewsky 

What will be the main challenge for your research field in 
the coming years?  

Education systems are changing rapidly under the pressure 
of European integration processes, but also because of de-
mographic factors and global competition in what we call the 
knowledge-based economy. There is a growing demand 
from the part of governments for the results of comparative 
and evaluative research, as policy-makers hope to be infor-
med of “what works” and how well their country performs 
compared to other countries or regions. The main challenge 
for researchers, in my eyes, is to respond to this demand by providing their 
expertise, while at the same time preserving their autonomy and creativity. 
This means for instance to question implicit assumptions about the means 
and ends of “good” education policy, to be aware of unintended effects of 
educational policies on other aspects of societies (e.g. environmental, social, 
cultural and economic), and to consider education in a broader historical and 
cultural context.  

In the Student’s Guide to European Universities, together with my co-editors 
Olivier Milhaud, Laura Pettinaroli and Marie Scott we examine the complex 
relationship between European higher education policies (i.e. the Bologna 
process) and the development of social science disciplines. We adopt an in-
terdisciplinary approach, which is essential to address such complex objects 
as you find in the field of education, and we decidedly step into practice by 
designing the book in a way which will hopefully encourage people to go 
abroad and contribute to further enhance the phenomenon of transnational 
exchanges between scientific communities of different countries and disci-
plines. Indeed, another major challenge for educational sciences, as well as 
for any other social science discipline, is to engage into transnational dia-
logues. There is much to be gained from exchanges to better understand 
what is going on in Europe – and a conditio sine qua non for this dialogue to 
take place, is that young researchers develop the language skills and intercul-
tural competences to gain access to social science production beyond the 
borders of their country.  

Why should someone research the field of Educational Science? 

Everybody has experienced education processes and been in touch with edu-
cation and training institutions – and those of us who have school-age child-
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ren are probably reminded every day how much education matters for the in-
dividual’s and family life. But this kind of knowledge based on one’s own ex-
perience is strictly limited – there is thus something thrilling about looking be-
hind the curtain, using theories and methods of empirical research to shape 
our view on these seemingly familiar matters. How societies handle the task 
of educating their youth reveals a lot about their values and beliefs. Educa-
tional sciences can thus help to quench our natural thirst for knowledge – but 
there is another reason for researching this particular field, which is its rele-
vance for social change. In a time when governments long for evidence-
based policy-making, researchers have a chance (and the responsibility!) of 
providing new insights and raising new questions concerning education poli-
cies and practices. 

Why did you choose Professional and Business Education as a research 
field? What motivates you in your research topic in particular? 

It was rather by chance that I got interested in professional and business edu-
cation, having been trained rather as a politologist and sociologist during my 
studies at the Institut d’Etudes Politiques in Paris and at the Free University in 
Berlin. Working in a consultancy, I had to deal with many different policy ar-
eas, depending on our clients’ demands. It happened once that I had to work 
on a comparative study on vocational education and training in Europe and I 
soon became so deeply interested in the subject that I decided to return to 
university and write a PhD in that field. Around the same time I met Laura 
Pettinaroli, who had this fabulous idea of writing a specialized guide for Eras-
mus students. We brainstormed a little bit, found two other enthusiastic com-
panions, Olivier Milhaud and Marie Scot, and started to recruit a team of 
young researchers with an international background representing three disci-
plines (History, Geography and Sociology) and six different countries in order 
to write the first version of the Student’s Guide to European Universities in 
French. This project was really the fruit of sheer enthusiasm for studying 
abroad and the desire to share experiences with future generations of stu-
dents, but it also benefited very much from the strong support of individual 
professors, universities (Ecole Normale Supérieure, Ecole Francaise de 
Rome) and the ESSE network, which financed the translation into English of 
the book now published with Barbara Budrich. As a result of these two coinci-
dences, I now concentrate my research on internationalization processes in 
vocational as well as in higher education in Europe. I hope that my work will 
contribute to strengthening the ties between Europeans, recalling what the 
founding father of the European Communities Jean Monnet once said: “If I 
were to set the process of uniting Europe in motion once more, I would start 
with education". 
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Which book has influenced you personally?   

There are so many books to be cited – how could I ever single out one in par-
ticular? One book which, at least, made me realize that I would never want to 
miss the light shed by social sciences on our reality anymore, was “Actors 
and systems: the politics of collective action” by Michel Crozier and Erhard 
Friedberg. 

I am author with Barbara Budrich because … 

She trusted us and supported our project even in its most difficult phases, ne-
ver losing faith in spite of the challenges associated with a project involving so 
many people spread all over Europe. By cooperating with our French publish-
er Belin, she gave a nice example of French-German partnership in practice. 
And because she has such a wonderful team of dedicated and friendly staff 
members!  

 

Léna Krichewsky, born in 1979, studied Political Sciences and East Euro-
pean Studies at the Institut d’Etudes Politiques in Paris and the Free Univer-
sity in Berlin. After working a year in a Russian corporation and several years 
in a Berlin consultancy, she is now doing a PhD in Vocational Education and 
Training research at the University of Magdeburg (Germany) on the subject of 
international mobility of apprentices. Since April 2011 she has also been part 
of the UNESCO research team drafting the “Education for All” Global Monitor-
ing Report 2012 on skills development.  

 
 
2011. 506 pp. Pb. Ca. 36,00 € (D), 37,10 € (A), 48,90 SFr,  
US$ 52.00, GBP 32.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-386-5 
2011. 506 pp. Hc. 59,00 € (D), 60,70 € (A), 78,90 SFr,  
US$89.95, GBP 49.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-442-8 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=521  
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Máiréad Collins, after 
her first marathon

Sumi Jessien 

budrich internally 
Sumi Jessien in Reykjavik 

In August, the 6th ECPR General Conference will take 
place at the University of Iceland in Reykjavik.  

There will be sections on International Political Theory, 
Political Theory, Democratic History and Universality, 
Deliberative Democracy and Courts, and Legal Policy.  

Budrich Publishers’ editor Sumi Jessien will hold a 

workshop on „Academic Publishing“. She will also present a bookstall 
with numerous books on political topics by Budrich Publishers.  

 

Máiréad Collins – freelance editor from 
Ireland to Israel and Palestine  

Máiréad Collins, one of our freelance editors for English texts, is from 
Kildorrery, a small village in Cork, Ireland. She studied philosophy 
and English literature for her undergraduate degree at the National 
University of Ireland, Galway (NUIG) before spending a year working 
as a TEFL teacher in Girona, Spain. Máiréad returned to NUIG to 
complete an MA in Philosophy. After receiving her MA she returned 
to Spain to walk the Camino de Santiago in 2003.  

The following year Máiréad lived in Toulouse and Barcelona, working on 
her French, Spanish and her tan! After a year in Cork city teaching English 
the traveller Máiréad moved to Belfast. She completed her PhD in politics at 
Queen’s University Belfast in 2010. Her thesis was entitled “A Defence of the 
Assumption of Moral Responsibility in Post-Conflict Transitional Justice: The 
case of Northern Ireland”. While completing her PhD Máiréad worked as a re-
search assistant, editor, librarian, note-taker and (of course) waitress.  

To offset the horrors of the PhD stress she trained for and completed two half 
marathons, this year post-PhD reaching the goal of completing a full mara-
thon. She also took up boxing during her time in Belfast and was vice-cap-
tain/ladies captain of the university amateur boxing club.  
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In about seven weeks Máiréad traveled to Israel and Palestine and worked as 
a human rights monitor in the West Bank for three months with the charity 
Ecumenical Accompaniment Programme in Israel and Palestine. 
(www.eappi.org).  

 

Barbara Budrich in the U.S.A. 

In Summer, publisher Barbara Budrich will join several 
American and Canadian authors and editors. During her journey she will also 
meet Riky Stock, Director of German Book Office (GBO) in New York.  

German Book Office was founded in 1998 as a non-profit organization and is 
one of the Frankfurt Book Fair projects. GBO is a mediator between German 
and American publishers and publishing industries. 

There are several German Book Offices around the world. You can find GBO 
in New Delhi (India), Moscow (Russia), Bucharest (Bulgaria), Beijing (China), 
and of course in Frankfurt (Germany).  

 

Marion Dietrich – our new team member 

In the beginning of May Marion Dietrich joined us as our new 
team member. She works in accounting and administration.  As a 
trained office clerk and with many years of professional experien-
ce she will be happy to answer your questions.  

Social Sciences, Social Work and Pedagogy are familiar to 
Marion Dietrich, as she studied ISPA at the University of Siegen.  

Marion Dietrich looks forward to her varied tasks and already 
feels quite at home at the publishing house.  
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Earls Court in London 

40th London Book Fair 

The 40th London Book Fair took place in April at Lon-
don’s Earls Court. More than 1,600 international exhi-
bitors, over 6,000 participants and more than 23,000 
visitors took advantage of the event to make new con-
tacts, to improve contacts with customers, and to learn 
what’s new in the book industry. International rights and 
licensing trade is a top priority at the London Book Fair. 
Not only are licenses and rights of books traded but 
content marketing in the collecting branches of the uses of print, 
audio, TV, film and digital plays also an important role. 

Publisher Barbara Budrich and Josef Esser, International Trade, visited the 
London Book Fair 2011. They returned to Opladen inspired with new ideas on 
books and designs, and with many new plans for the publishing houses. 
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Conferences 
Major Events 

WHEN WHERE WHAT 

23.-
25.6.2011 

Krakow, 
Poland 

„Psycho-political socialization in the Internet age“ 
IPSA Research Committee on Political Socialization and 
Education RC 21 
http://www.politicalsocialization.org/meeting.php 

 

4.-
5.7.2011 

 

Vienna, Austria 

Summer School für NachwuchswissenschaftlerInnen:  
„Aktueller Stand der Forschung zu geschlechtsbezogener 
Gewalt“ 
WAVE (Women Against Violence Europe) with the Universities of 
Wien (Austria) and Bielefeld (Germany) http://www.wave-
network.org 

25.-
27.8.2011 

Reykjavik,       
Iceland 

6th ECPR General Conference 
University of Iceland 
http://www.ecprnet.eu/conferences/general_conference/reykjavik/ 

13.-
16.9.2011 

Berlin, 
Germany 

ECER European Conference on Educational Research 
Theme: Urban Education 
http://www.eera.eu 

11.-
13.10.2011 

 
Sofia, 

Bulgaria 

didacta international –  
http://www.didacta-sofia.com 

12.-
16.10.2011 

Frankfurt/Main, 
Germany 

Frankfurt Book Fair (Guest of Honor: Iceland) 
http://www.buchmesse.de/en/fbf/index.html  

 

29.10.2011 

 
Berlin,  

Germany 

Terre des Femmes e.V. 
International Conference 
http://frauenrechte.de/online/index.php/themen/kongress.html 
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Selected Review Clippings 
HANS BEATRIX AUSTIN/MARINA FISCHER/HANS J. GIESSMANN (EDS.)  
Transforming Ethnopolitical Conflict 
The Berghof Handbook – Volume II 
2011. Approx. 500 pp. Pb. 49,90 € (D), 51,30 € (A), 66,90 SFr, US$75.95, GBP 46.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-327-8 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=424  
This second volume of the Berghof Handbook for Conflict Transformation presents a wide 
range of articles reflecting the changing state of the art in conflict transformation. 

ISBS– Politics, 4/2011 
 

HANS-PETER BLOSSFELD/DIRK HOFÄCKER/SONIA BERTOLINI (EDS.) 
Youth on Globalised Labour Markets  
Rising Uncertainty and its Effects on Early Employment and Family Lives in Europe 
2011. 340 pp. Pb. 36,00 € (D), 37,10 € (A), 48,90 SFr, US$52.00, GBP 32.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-328-5  
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=436  
This book examines the topic from the perspective of European national case studies. 

ISBS – Politics, 4/2011 
 

ROLAND BRAKE/ULRICH DELLER (EDS.) 
Community Development – A European Challenge 
2008. 320 pp. Pb. 29,90 € (D), 30,80 € (A), 43,90 SFr, US$45.95, GBP 26.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-205-9 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=270  
The book […] brings a refreshing and innovative set of case studies on community devel-
opment projects supported by the European Union. […] For students and professors in 
community development, this book is a wonderful tool to be used for infusion of international 

content in community development classes. 
Journal of Community Practice, 2/2011 

 
TOBIAS ENDLER  
After 9/11: Leading Political Thinkers about the World, the U.S. and Themselves 
17 Conversations 
2011. 219 pp. Pb. 19,90 € (D), 20,50 € (A), 30,50 SFr, US$29.95, GBP 17,95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-364-3 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=461  
For any interested observer of the ongoing foreign policy debate in the United States, After 
9/11 is a must. 

Foreign Policy in Focus – fpif.org, 29.04.2011 
 
 

GJALT DE GRAAF/PATRICK VON MARAVIC/PIETER WAGENAAR (EDS.)  
The Good Cause 
Theoretical Perspectives on Corruption 
2010. 205 pp. Pb 24,90 € (D), 25,60 € (A), 37,90 SFr, US$36.95, GBP 21.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-263-9 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=348  
This volume offers a comparative survey of competing theories of causes of corruption from 
different schools of thought and analysis and different disciplines. 

Reference &Research Book News February 2011 
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GISELA HAUSS/DAGMAR SCHULTE (EDS.) 
Amid Social Contradictions 
Towards a History of Social Work in Europe 
2009. 263 pp. Pb. 26,00 € (D), 26,80 € (A), 39,50 SFr, US$39.95, GBP 22.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-150-2 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=280  
Gisela Hauss and Dagmar Schulte have put together a phenomenal collection of essays 
that reflect the comparative history of social work in several European countries. The sec-

tions are divided brilliantly to reflect the evolving nature of social work. 
Voluntas: International Journal of Voluntary and Nonprofit Organizations (springerlink.com), 23.01.2010 

 
 

 
JAN HOLZER/PAVEL PŠEJA  
Political Science in Central European Countries 
Tradition, Contradiction, Diversity 
2011. Ca. 150 pp. Pb. Ca. 19,90 € (D), 20,50 € (A), 28,90 SFr, US$29.95, GBP 17,95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-370-4 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=465  
This book analyzes the developments in European political science. It specifically focuses 
on the most recent developments in four different Central European countries– the Czech 

Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia – thus allowing for more in-depth research than usual. Second, it 
elaborates upon the issues that significantly go beyond traditional accounts, paying serious attention to re-
search and teaching elements, as well as examininig publication performances, international outreaches, and 
societal impacts that poltical science has in these countries. 

ISBS – Politics, 4/2011 
 

ANNETTE KUHN  
Historia 
Frauengeschichte in der Spirale der Zeit 
Schriften aus dem Haus der FrauenGeschichte, Band 4 
2010. 376 S., durchgehend vierfarbig mit vielen Abb. Hc.  
29,90 € (D), 30,80 € (A), 43,90 SFr 
ISBN 978-3-86649-261-5 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=356  

The book has been very well made … 
Journal of Contemporary European Studies, March 2011 

 
MIROSŁAWA LENARCIK  
A Community in Transition 
Jewish Welfare in Breslau-Wrocław 
2010. 263 pp. Pb. 24,90 € (D), 25,60 € (A), 37,90 SFr, US$36.95, GBP 21,95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-262-2 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=360  
Following World War II, the German city of Breslau became Polish Wrocław. Drawing on 
former residents’ recollections, the Encyclopedia Judaica, and other sources, Lenarcik fo-

cuses on the struggles and self-help achievements in the rebuilding of its liquidated major prewar Jewish 
community. 

Reference & Research Book News February 2011 
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MARY LINDNER  
A Child’s Mind Required! 
Evaluation Results on a Health Promoting Initiative on AIDS and Sex Education for Primary 
Schools 
2010. 297 pp. Pb. 36,00 € (D), 37,10 € (A), 51,50 SFr, US$ 52.00, GBP32.95 
ISBN 978-3-940755-30-8 
http://www.budrich-unipress.de/product_info.php?products_id=89  
Lindner evaluates a program in South Africa to educate children about HIV at about 10-11 

years old, before they become sexually active. Using social cognitive theory, she evaluates the outcome, the 
process, and the needs, and verifies a significant increase in knowledge about the disease by participants in 
the program. 

Reference & Research Book News February 2011 
 

ESTHER OLIVER  
Research and Development in Adult Education  
Fields and Trends 
Study Guides in Adult Education 
2010. 135 pp. Pb. 16,90 € (D), 17,40 €  (A), 25,90 SFr, US$ 25.95, GBP 15,95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-304-9  
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=445  
Writing for students and researchers in the field, Oliver […] reviews key areas of research 

and development in adult education in Europe, including specific projects in four areas: migration; inclusion, 
access, and participation; professionalization, assessment, and counseling; and learning in the workplace. 
She also outlines European Union policy over the past decades, its research and development programs that 
support adult education, and international and European organizations, networks, and journals devoted to the 
subject. 

Reference & Research Book News February 2011 
 

All learning resources of this study are presented in a well articulated didactical manner, structured with key-
words, digressions, examples, exercises and tasks, links and further readings, annotated bibliography, making 
the text clear and easy to follow, in an active way, even for a beginner in professionalizing in the field of ACE. 

Report 1/2011 
 

NORBERT F. SCHNEIDER/BEATE COLLET (ED.)  
Mobile Living Across Europe II 
Causes and Consequences of Job-Related-Spatial Mobility in Cross-National-Comparison 
2010. 356 pp. Hc. 54,00 € (D), 55,60 € (A), 76,90 SFr, US$79.95, GBP 47.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-199-1 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=320  
This volume contains cross-national comparative analyses of the consequences of different 
forms of mobility for family lives, jobs, careers, and quality of life across contemporary 

Europe, as well as findings about the relationships between mobility, gender, social class, and life courses. 
Reference & Research Book News February 2011 
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WENDELIN STRUBELT/GRZEGORZ GORZELAK (EDS.) 
City and Region 
Papers in Honour of Jiri Musil 
2008. 368 pp. Pb. 39,90 € (D), 41,10 € (A), 56,90 SFr, US$58.00, GBP 36.95 
ISBN 978-3-940755-07-0 
http://www.budrich-unipress.de/product_info.php?products_id=5  
The book comprises perspectives and methodological approaches of several academic 
disciplines including sociology, regional economics, human geography, and urban and 
regional planning. 

Journal of Regional Science, 5/2010 
 

ALEKSANDER SUREJ/KRYSZTOF WACH (EDS.)  
Managing Ownership and Succession in Family Firms 
2010. 144 pp. Pb. 19,90 € (D), 20,50 € (A), 28,90 SFr 
ISBN 978-3-940755-67-4 
http://www.budrich-unipress.de/product_info.php?products_id=92  
[…] this collection of nine papers focuses on two limited but interrelated theoretical ques-
tions concerning the study of family firms in economics and management sciences: family 
firm efficiency and family firm succession decisions. 

Reference & Research Book News April 2011 
 

GETNET TAMENE/WILLIAM T. BAGATELAS/DAVID REICHARDT/ BRUNO S. SERGI (EDS.)  
Studies in Contemporary International Relations and Politics 
New Europe and Beyond 
2010. 282 pp. Pb. 33,00 € (D), 34,00 € (A), 45,50 SFr, US$47.95, GBP 29.95 
ISBN 978-3-940755-65-0 
http://www.budrich-unipress.de/product_info.php?products_id=97  
Offering a full examination of the current practices of international relations and world poli-
tics, this book analyzes the international relations of large, medium, and smaller sized ac-
tors, and how they influence the larger dynamics of the international system. 

ISBS – Politics, 4/2011 
 

URSULA J. VAN BEEK (ED.) 
Democracy under scrutiny: Elites, citizens, cultures 
2010. 334 pp. Pb. 36,00 € (D), 37,10 € (A), 51,50 SFr, US$52.00, GBP 32.95 
ISBN 978-3-86649-306-3 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=395  
This book makes an important contribution to the study of political attitudes and all scholars 
who work in the field of political behaviour, as well as democratization ought to read it. 

Prof. Amanda Gouws in: Politikon, March 2011 
 

Based on a cross-country evaluation this volume makes a major contribution to what could be labelled com-
parative consolidation of democracy literature. 

Ulf Engel auf H-Net.org, April 2011 
 

CARSTEN WIPPERMANN/MARC CALMBACH/KATJA WIPPERMANN 
Männer: Rolle vorwärts, Rolle rückwärts? 
Identitäten und Verhalten von traditionellen, modernen und postmodernen Männern 
2009. 223 Seiten, Kart. 29,90 € (D), 30,80 € (A), 43,90 SFr 
ISBN 978-3-86649-289-9 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de/pages/details.php?ID=388  
… it presents an interesting and useful study of the position of men in German society. 

Journal of Contemporary European Studies, March 2011 
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International Partners 
 
Distribution Germany and ROW: Brockhaus/Commission 
Kreidlerstr. 9. D-70806 Kornwestheim. Germany  
Tel. +49 (0) 7154.13 27-0 
Fax +49 (0) 7154.13 27-13 
mailto:info@brocom.de – http://www.brocom.de 

 
 
Distribution Austria: Mohr Morawa Buchvertrieb GmbH 
Sulzengasse 2. A-1230 Wien. Austria 
Tel. +43 (0) 1. 680 14-0  
Fax +43 (0) 1. 688 71 31 
mailto:bestellung@mohrmorawa.at 
http://www.mohrmorawa.de 
 

 
Distribution Switzerland: Scheidegger & Co. AG, c/o AVA Verlagsauslieferung  
Centralweg 16. CH-8910 Affoltern am Albis. Switzerland 
Tel. +41 (0)44 762 42 50 
Fax +41 (0)44 762 42 10 
mailto:scheidegger@ava.ch – http://www.ava.ch 
 
Representation Switzerland: Ruth Schildknecht, Scheidegger & Co. AG 
Obere Bahnhofstrasse 10A. CH-8910 Affoltern am Albis. Switzerland 
Tel. +41 (0)44.76242.40/-46/-41 
Fax +41 (0)44.762.42.49 
mailto:r.schildknecht@scheidegger-buecher.ch – http://www.scheidegger-buecher.ch 
 

 
Distribution and Representation Portugal, Spain & Gibraltar: Iberian Book Services 
Peter Prout. Sector Islas, Bloque 12, 1° B. 28760 Tres Cantos (Madrid). Spain 
Tel. +34 91 803 49 18 
Fax +34 91 803 59 36 
mailto:pprout@telefonica.net 
 

 
Sales representatives and distribution UK: Distribution: Central Books  
99 Wallis Road. London E9 5LN. England 
Tel. +44 (0)20 8986 4854 
Fax +44 (0)20 8533 5821  
mailto:orders@centralbooks.com 
 
Agent: Global Book Marketing Ltd 
99B Wallis Rd. London, E9 5LN. England 
Tel./ Fax +44 (0)20.8533.5800    
mailto:tz@globalbookmarketing.co.uk  
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Distribution North America: International Specialized Book Services 
920 NE 58th Ave., suite 300. Portland, OR 97213-3786. USA 
phone toll-free within North America 1-800-944-6190 
Fax +1-503-280-8832 
mailto:orders@isbs.com – http://www.isbs.com 

 
 
Distribution and Representation Southern Africa: Chris Reinders 
PO Box 1096. Kelvin 2054. South Africa  
mobile +27 (0)83 463 3989 
Tel. +27 (0)11 802 5668 
Fax +27 (0)865 167 045 
mailto:chris@theafricanmoonpress.co.za 
 
 

Distribution and Representation South-East Asia (w/o Japan, India): Apac Publishers 
Services Pte Ltd 
Block 8 Lorong Bakar Batu #05-02. Singapore 348743 
Tel. +65-68447333 
Fax +65-67478916 
mailto:service@apacmedia.com.sg – http://www.apacmedia.com.sg 
 
 

Distribution and Representation India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh: 
Sara Books Pvt Ltd 
G-1, Vardaan House. 7/28 Ansari Road, Daryaganj. New Delhi – 110002. India 
Phone +91-11-23266107 
Fax +91-11-23266102 
mailto:ravindrasaxena@sarabooksindia.com – http://www.sarabooksindia.com 
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Budrich Publishing Houses 
 
budrich international is the Newsletter of the Budrich Publishing Houses: 
Barbara Budrich Publishers and Budrich UniPress Ltd. 
 
You receive this newsletter because you have subscribed to our free alerts or 
newsletters and/ or are our author. Of course, you are free to cancel this free 
of charge subscription or to renew it anytime. Just send a brief note to 
info@budrich-verlag.de. We do have a German newsletter “budrich intern” 
which is published on a monthly basis. Just let us know, if you wish to receive 
this as well or instead. 
 
 

Barbara Budrich Publishers 
Stauffenbergstr. 7 
D-51379 Leverkusen Opladen 
Germany 
ph +49 (0)2171.344 594 
fx +49 (0)2171.344 693 
mailto:info@barbara-budrich.net 
 
http://www.budrich-verlag.de 
 
Director: 
Barbara Budrich 
USt-ID DE235443594 
German Booksellers’ No 11674 
 
Member of the German Booksell-
ers’ Association Börsenverein des 
Deutschen Buchhandels 
 

Budrich UniPress Ltd. 
Stauffenbergstr. 7 
D-51379 Leverkusen-Opladen 
Germany 
ph +49.2171.344.694 
fx +49.2171.344.693 
mailto:book@budrich-
unipress.eu 
 
http://www.budrich-unipress.de 
 
Director Barbara Budrich 
Company No HRB 61516 
Tax No DE 257483899 
German Booksellers’ No 12623 
 
 
Budrich UniPress Ltd. 
69 Great Hampton Street 
Birmingham B186EW - UK 
Director Barbara Budrich 
book@budrich-unipress.eu 
http://www.budrich-unipress.eu 
 
Director Barbara Budrich 
Registered in England & Wales 
Company No 6342148 
 
 
 

Barbara Budrich Publishers & 
Budrich UniPress Ltd. 
c/o U. Golden 
28347 Ridgebrook 
Farmington Hills 
MI 48334, U.S.A. 
book@budrich-unipress.com 
info@barbara-budrich.net 
 
http://www.budrich-unipress.com 
http://www.barbara-budrich.net 
 
 
Berlin Office 
Streustr. 42  
13086 Berlin 
tel. + 49.(0)30.232 735 24 
fax + 49.(0)32.12 139 08 05 
claudia.kuehne@budrich.de 
 
Newsletter Editorial Staff: 
Anne Jarmuzek 
anne.jarmuzek@budrich.de 
 

 


